A direct solar steam generator is provided. The direct solar steam generator includes a solar evaporator having an evaporator circuit for circulation of a working fluid, an evaporator inlet pipe for supplying fluid to the evaporator circuit and an evaporator outlet pipe for collecting the working fluid exiting the evaporator circuit, and a solar concentrator for concentrating solar energy towards the evaporator circuit. The direct solar steam generator also includes a fluid arrangement configured to allow forming a static liquid seal in the outlet pipe using the working fluid.
DIRECT SOLAR STEAM GENERATOR AND METHOD OF SHUTTING DOWN A DIRECT SOLAR STEAM GENERATOR

[0001] The present invention relates to a direct solar steam generator, of the type comprising a solar evaporator having an evaporator circuit for circulation of a working fluid, an evaporator inlet pipe for supplying fluid to the evaporator circuit and an evaporator outlet pipe for collecting the working fluid exiting the evaporator circuit, and a solar concentrator for concentrating solar energy towards the evaporator circuit.

[0002] During operation of the direct solar steam generator, the solar concentrator concentrates solar energy onto the evaporator, a working fluid in liquid state is fed to the inlet of the evaporator thus vaporizing at least part of the working fluid using the solar energy, and the steam is collected at the outlet of the evaporator. Steam outlets the evaporator at a high positive pressure that is a pressure higher than the atmospheric pressure.

[0003] During shutdown of the steam generator, e.g. overnight, the inlet and outlet of the evaporator are closed to fluidly isolate the evaporator from the remainder of a fluid circuit connected to the inlet and the outlet of the evaporator. Steam in the evaporator tends to cool down thus resulting in liquifaction of at least part of the working fluid. This in turn results in a pressure drop in the evaporator down to a negative pressure that is a pressure inferior to the atmospheric pressure.

[0004] Negative pressure in the evaporator raises the risk of air ingress into the evaporator due to leaks on flow control valves controlling fluid flow at inlet and outlet of the evaporator. Air ingress into the fluid circuit may have negative consequences on the efficiency and reliability of the solar steam generator.

BACKGROUND

[0005] A solution is maintaining a positive pressure in the evaporator during shutdown by feeding steam into the evaporator. However results in significant energy losses and fluid accumulation in the steam generator.

[0006] Another solution is maintaining a positive pressure in the evaporator during shutdown by filling the evaporator with a neutral gas, e.g. nitrogen. This however requires the expensive of the nitrogen generation system and necessitates eliminating the nitrogen when restarting the system involving blowing out a significant amount of steam and energy. Further, this may not completely eliminate air ingress.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] One of the objects of the invention is to propose a direct solar steam generator avoiding air ingress efficiently in a cost effective simple manner.

[0008] A direct solar steam generator is provided comprising a solar evaporator having an evaporator circuit for circulation of a working fluid, an evaporator inlet pipe for supplying fluid to the evaporator circuit and an evaporator outlet pipe for collecting the working fluid exiting the evaporator circuit, and a solar concentrator for concentrating solar energy towards the evaporator circuit, wherein the steam generator comprises a fluid arrangement configured to allow forming a static liquid seal in the outlet pipe using the working fluid.

[0009] According to other embodiments, the direct solar steam generator comprises one or several of the following features, taken in isolation or in any technically feasible combination:

[0010] the fluid arrangement is configured for transferring fluid from inlet pipe to outlet pipe with by-passing the evaporator circuit;

[0011] it comprises a by-pass pipe connecting the fluid inlet pipe to the steam outlet pipe with by-passing the evaporator circuit;

[0012] it comprises at least one inlet valve for controlling fluid flow entering inlet pipe;

[0013] the by-pass pipe connects the inlet pipe upstream each inlet valve;

[0014] it comprises at least one outlet valve for controlling fluid flow exiting outlet pipe;

[0015] the fluid arrangement is configured to allow creating a static fluid seal in the outlet pipe upstream the outlet valve;

[0016] the by-pass pipe connects the outlet pipe upstream each outlet valve;

[0017] the outlet pipe drops between evaporator circuit and each outlet valve;

[0018] it comprises at least one by-pass valve for controlling fluid flow transferred from inlet pipe to outlet pipe.

[0019] A solar power plant is also provided comprising at least one direct solar steam generator as defined above.

[0020] A method of shutting down a direct solar steam generator including a solar evaporator having an evaporator circuit, an evaporator inlet pipe and an evaporator outlet pipe and a solar concentrator for concentrating solar energy towards evaporator circuit is also provided. The method includes the step of forming a static liquid seal in the outlet pipe during or after the shut down of the steam generator.

[0021] According to other embodiments, the method comprises one or several of the following features, taken in isolation or in any technically feasible combination:

[0022] the step of forming a static liquid seal comprises transferring fluid from the inlet pipe to the outlet pipe with by-passing the evaporator circuit;

[0023] it comprising closing the inlet pipe and closing the outlet pipe;

[0024] working fluid is transferred from upstream an inlet valve closing the inlet pipe to upstream an outlet valve closing the outlet pipe.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The invention and further advantages will be better understood on reading the following description, given solely by way of non-limiting example, with reference to the appended drawings, in which:

[0026] FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective elevation view of a linear Fresnel direct solar steam generator according to an embodiment of the invention; and

[0027] FIGS. 2 and 3 are enlarged views of a fluid system for feeding fluid to an evaporator of the steam generator of FIG. 1 and collecting steam from the evaporator during operation and during shutdown respectively.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] The direct solar steam generator 2 of FIG. 1 comprises a solar evaporator 4 for evaporating fluid using solar energy and a primary solar concentrator 6 for concentrating solar energy towards the evaporator 4.
The solar evaporator 4 comprises an evaporator inlet pipe 8, an evaporator outlet pipe 10, an evaporator circuit 12 extending between the evaporator inlet pipe 8 and the evaporator outlet pipe 10, an evaporator inlet valve 14 for controlling fluid entering the solar evaporator 4 and an evaporator outlet valve 16 for controlling fluid exiting the solar evaporator 4. The inlet pipe 8 is for supplying a working fluid—preferably water—in liquid state to the evaporator circuit 12. The evaporator circuit 12 is intended to be exposed to solar concentrated radiation from the primary solar concentrator 6 for evaporating the working fluid flowing through the evaporator circuit 12 using the solar energy. The outlet pipe 10 is for collecting steam exiting the evaporator circuit 12.

In the following, the terms “upstream” and “downstream” are used with reference to the flow of the working fluid successively from inlet pipe 8 to evaporator circuit 12 and to outlet pipe 10. The evaporator circuit 12 is elongated and extends substantially horizontally in a longitudinal direction L. The inlet pipe 8 and the outlet pipe 10 are adjacent and located at a longitudinal end of the evaporator circuit 12. The evaporator circuit 12 is mounted at a height above the ground on a support 18. The inlet valve 14 is provided on the inlet pipe 8. In the illustrated example, the inlet pipe 8 rises between the inlet valve 14 and the evaporator circuit 12. More specifically, the inlet pipe 8 has an upstream bottom section 8a at or near ground level and a downstream rising section 8b rising upwardly from bottom section 8a to the evaporator circuit 12 and the inlet valve 14 is mounted on the bottom section 8a.

The outlet valve 16 is provided on the outlet pipe 10. In the illustrated example, the outlet pipe 10 drops between the evaporator circuit 12 and the outlet valve 16. More specifically, the outlet pipe 10 has a downstream bottom section 10a at or near ground level and an upstream dropping section 10b extending downwardly from the evaporator circuit 12 to the bottom section 10a and the outlet valve 16 is mounted on the bottom section 10a.

The bottom section 8a of the inlet pipe 8 and the bottom section 10a of the outlet pipe 10 are substantially at the same level, e.g. at ground level or near ground level. The upstream end of the inlet pipe 8 is connected to a supply circuit supplying fluid in liquid state. The inlet valve 14 controls the working fluid flow entering the inlet pipe 8. The downstream end of the outlet pipe 10 is connected to a steam circuit collecting steam from one or several steam generators. The outlet valve 16 controls the working fluid flow exiting the outlet pipe 10.

The evaporator circuit 12 illustrated on FIG. 1 may be a two pass evaporator: the fluid passes twice in the concentrated solar beam. In alternative embodiments, the evaporator is a single pass or multi-pass evaporator. The evaporator circuit 12 illustrated in FIG. 1 is a single tube evaporator. In alternative embodiments, the evaporator 4 is a multi-tube evaporator comprising several tubes in parallel.

The primary solar concentrator 6 is a linear Fresnel concentrator. The solar concentrator 6 comprises a plurality of longitudinally elongated reflectors 20 arranged side-by-side. Each reflector 20 is mounted in rotation about a respective longitudinal axis A for tracking the sun’s motion during the day.
The operation of the steam generator 2 will be described with reference to FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrating the steam generator 2 during operation and during shutdown respectively.

During operation (FIG. 2), the inlet valve 14 and the outlet valve 16 are opened and the by-pass valve 30 is closed. Fluid is taken in supply circuit and supplied to evaporator inlet pipe 8 and steam is collected at evaporator outlet pipe 10 and delivered to steam circuit by outlet pipe 10.

During shutdown (FIG. 3), the inlet valve 14 and the outlet valve 16 are closed. During or after the shutdown the by-pass valve 30 is opened. Upon opening of the by-pass valve 30, fluid in liquid state present in the inlet pipe 8 is transferred by pump pressure or gravity through by-pass line 28 into both lower portions of inlet pipe 8 and outlet pipe 10.

This result in a liquid seal formed in the outlet pipe 10 upstream the outlet valve 16. The liquid also seals the outlet valve 16 and prevents air ingress into this valve.

Accordingly, a method of shutting down the steam generator 2 comprises the steps of closing the inlet valve 14 of the inlet pipe 8 and closing the outlet valve 16 of the outlet pipe 10 and transferring fluid in liquid state from inlet pipe 8 to outlet pipe 10 to create static liquid seal in the outlet pipe 10 upstream the outlet valve 16.

Preferably, the method provides collecting fluid in liquid state in the inlet pipe 8 upstream the inlet valve 14 and transferring the fluid in liquid state to the outlet pipe 10 upstream the outlet valve 16.

In a preferred embodiment, by-pass valve 30 is opened when pressure in the outlet pipe 10 is below a pressure threshold and when fluid temperature measured in the by-pass pipe 28 is below a temperature threshold. The pressure threshold is for example 1.5 bars and the temperature threshold is for example 100°C.

Embodiments of the invention allow isolating the evaporator with efficiently preventing air ingress in a simple cost effective manner by providing simple and reliable piping means forming a by-pass between evaporator inlet and evaporator outlet.

Embodiments of the invention apply in particular to linear Fresnel direct solar steam generator and in a more general manner to a direct solar steam generator. They apply e.g. also to direct solar steam generator comprising solar concentrator in the form of cylinder-parabolic reflectors.

What is claimed is:

1-17. (canceled)

18. A direct solar steam generator comprising:
   a solar evaporator including an evaporator circuit for circulation of a working fluid, an evaporator inlet pipe for supplying fluid to the evaporator circuit, and an evaporator outlet pipe for collecting the working fluid exiting the evaporator circuit;
   a solar concentrator for concentrating solar energy towards the evaporator circuit; and
   a fluid arrangement configured to allow forming a static liquid seal in the outlet pipe using the working fluid.

19. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 18 wherein the fluid arrangement is configured for transferring the working fluid in liquid state into the outlet pipe to form a static liquid seal of the working fluid in the outlet pipe.

20. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 19 wherein the fluid arrangement includes at least one by-pass valve for controlling flow fluid transferred from the inlet pipe to the outlet pipe.

21. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 18 wherein the fluid arrangement is configured for transferring fluid from inlet pipe to outlet pipe with by-passing the evaporator circuit.

22. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 18 wherein the fluid arrangement includes a by-pass pipe connecting the fluid inlet pipe to the steam outlet pipe with by-passing the evaporator circuit.

23. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 22 further comprising at least one inlet valve for controlling fluid flow entering inlet pipe.

24. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 23 wherein the by-pass pipe connects the inlet pipe upstream of the at least one inlet valve.

25. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 22 further comprising at least one outlet valve for controlling fluid flow exiting outlet pipe.

26. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 25 wherein the fluid arrangement is configured for creating a static liquid seal upstream of the at least one outlet valve.

27. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 25 wherein the by-pass pipe connects the outlet pipe upstream of the at least one outlet valve.

28. The direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 25 wherein the outlet pipe drops between the evaporator circuit and the at least one outlet valve.

29. A solar power plant comprising at least one of the direct solar steam generator as recited in claim 18.

30. A method of shutting down a direct solar steam generator comprising a solar evaporator including an evaporator circuit, an evaporator inlet pipe and an evaporator outlet pipe, and a solar concentrator for concentrating solar energy towards evaporator circuit, the method comprising:
   forming a static liquid seal in the outlet pipe during or after the shut down of the steam generator.

31. The method as recited in claim 30 wherein the forming the static liquid seal includes transferring working fluid in liquid state into the outlet pipe to form a static liquid seal of working fluid in the outlet pipe.

32. The method as recited in claim 30 wherein the forming the static liquid seal includes transferring fluid from the inlet pipe to the outlet pipe with by-passing the evaporator circuit.

33. The method as recited in claim 30 further comprising closing the inlet pipe and closing the outlet pipe.

34. The method as recited in claim 30 wherein fluid is transferred from upstream an inlet valve closing the inlet pipe to upstream an outlet valve closing the outlet pipe.
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